Why has Tchibo been the professional home of change-makers, opportunity-seekers and innovation-drivers for
generations? Because it’s our business to keep reinventing ourselves. That is how we keep meeting the taste of
the times with our high-quality coffees – and delighting our customers every week with clever new products that
add that certain extra to life. Do you have surprisingly good ideas for tomorrow‘s market? Then join us in actively
shaping the world of Tchibo. So that we can remain what we are: one of the most popular and best-known brands
in Germany - and beyond.

Intern (m/f) E-Commerce Denmark
Location: Hamburg
You’re certain to like the following:
Tchibo is a well-known brand offering its customers a wide range of self-developed products from clothing to home & living
in highly curated theme worlds and power categories. Being a leading e-commerce player in Europe, Tchibo is heading for
further international expansion. You are going to be a member of our dynamic online expansion team striving for
international growth in European and global markets. You are going to support us in the online-entry in new markets with
focus on Denmark. Together we will face and tackle the challenges of positioning, operating and scaling our brand in a new
market. Therefore, you will support the team in market analysis for brand-positioning, assortment and marketing planning as
well as handling of online-shop operations adapted to local market requirements. You will gain deep insights into ecommerce internationalization, learn day-to-day management tasks and build up knowledge on a wide range within strategy,
marketing & sales of e-commerce.
And we’re certain to appreciate:
Advanced studies in a business related field of study
Keen on learning more about marketing & sales and e-commerce
Enthusiastic, self-motivated and hands-on personality as well as a strong ability to work in a team
Fluent in Danish and English
Starting date: As soon as possible for the duration of 6 months

We invite you to apply to Meike Ziebold, Phone: +49 40 6387 3268 now at
www.tchibo-karriere.com!

